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national institutions emerge as this influence comes to its
full strength.
In both lands feudalism plays a long and leading role
with its sacrifice of 'lower' to 'higher' classes, its military
organization, its twin pillars of great churchmen and great
overlords, its contrasts of splendour and sordid poverty,
its blend of barbarism and culture.
Nor is there much truth in the old distinction .between
a static orient and a dynamic Occident, at any rate so far as
Japan is concerned.  Trevelyan's description of mediaeval
England is largely true of the Japan of the same era—from
about the eleventh to the sixteenth centuries. It is a scene
of progress through much suffering and many vicissitudes,
of life intense, if often brutal: 'out of uniformity into
variety; out of feudal cosmopolitanism into national mon-
archy; out of a hegemony of the priesthood into lay eman-
cipation ; out of the rule of the knight into the world of the
craftsman, the capitalist and the yeoman'. So the modern
era comes to each island people—after incredible victory
over redoubtable foes. The armadas of Kublai Khan and
of Philip are scattered by bravery and by 'an act of God';
'God blew and the enemy was scattered', was the paean
of both nations; and a new era dawns, ushering in a new
world, a strange blend of piracy and patriotism, and a great
efflorescence prepares each nation to play its part on the
international stage, and to give back mainland cultures
assimilated and incredibly changed. Their relation to the
sea, at first 'passive and receptive', becomes 'active and
acquisitive'.  If the spirit of the island-peoples is akin in
their hatred of tyranny or dictation from abroad it is also
akin in discipline at home, and the differences are largely
to be found in those between Buddhist and Christian
institutions.  For while both peoples make a religion of
nationalism both often recognize a larger loyalty—and this
is simpler for Japan than for England: Buddhism, though
an international religion, making no ultramontane claims,
and no attempt to interfere with emperor-worship.
The Japanese, cleaving to the myth of their 'divine

